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Class Title: Crackers   
 

Pattern:   Hoffman Crackers by  

   Quiltworx  
 
Quilt Size:  30” x 48” 

 

Skill Level:  Experienced Beginner  

 

   Kaffe and Solids*       Bali Layer Cake 

Instructor:   Susan Sears 

        

Special Notions:  12” Add-A-1/4” ruler 

   Strip of template plastic with a straight edge at least 3” x 12” long 

   UHU Glue stick or similar washable glue stick (Elmer’s) 

   SewLine or similar brand fabric glue pen 

   Microtex 70/10 needles 

Flower head pins (I use the blue Clover flower head pins & the yellow 

flower head pins) 

   Purple Thang or Stiletto 

   Scotch Tape 

   Stapler and Staple Remover 

   Ziploc bags, 1 gallon size or larger (to organize sections) 

   Large Paper Clips, about 50 (to help with organization) 

 

Sewing Supplies: Sewing Machine and accessories including your book 

¼” presser foot for sewing accurate ¼” seams (a guided foot is not 

recommended) 

50 wt thread to blend with fabrics  

Scissors 

Pins 

Seam Ripper 

Cutting Mat & 6” x 24” Ruler or similar size ruler 

60 mm Rotary Cutter 
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Class Information:  

 

Crackers is a good introductory class to paper piecing, Quiltworx & Judy Niemeyer’s 

patterns, process and techniques.   This is a one-day class.  You will not finish the quilt in 

class but will learn the skills needed to finish it at home.  The pattern contains enough 

papers to make two 30” x 48” quilts. 

 

The Crackers pattern uses a 10” square layer cake (with 40 squares) to make the flying 

geese blocks.  Please read the pattern before class.  If you have never done a Quiltworx 

pattern, you can wait until class and I will help you organize and cut the pattern pieces.  

Please have your layer cake for class. 

 

If you have any questions, please call or e-mail. 

 

Thanks…See you in class!!! 

 

Susan Sears 

303-859-6064 

ssears6804@aol.com 
 
 

*The Crackers quilt made from Kaffe and Solid fabrics did not use a pre-packaged layer 

cake.  I cut 10” squares from fat quarters of each fabric.  You will need forty 10” squares 

if you choose to make your own layer cake. 


